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A technology reference study for a solar polar mission is presented. The study uses novel 
analytical methods to quantify the mission design space including the required sail performance to 
achieve a given solar polar observation angle within a given timeframe and thus to derive mass 
allocations for the remaining spacecraft sub-systems, that is excluding the solar sail sub-system. A 
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parametric, bottom-up, system mass budget analysis is then used to establish the required sail 
technology to deliver a range of science payloads, and to establish where such payloads can be 
delivered to within a given timeframe. It is found that a solar polar mission requires a solar sail of 
side-length 100 – 125 m to deliver a ‘sufficient value’ minimum science payload, and that a 2. 5μm 
sail film substrate is typically required, however the design is much less sensitive to the boom 
specific mass. 
I. Introduction 
ERRESTRIAL observations of the Sun are restricted to within the ecliptic plane, and hence ±7.25 deg., of 
the solar equator, whilst space-based observations have largely been similarly restricted. The Ulysses spacecraft 
used a Jupiter gravity assist to pass over the solar poles, obtaining field and particle measurements but no images 
of the poles. Furthermore, the Ulysses orbit is highly elliptical, with a pole revisit time of approximately 6 years. 
It is desired that future solar analysis be performed much closer to the Sun, as well as from an out-of-ecliptic 
perspective. ESA‘s Cosmic Vision 2015 – 2025 Programme mission Solar Orbiter intends to deliver a science 
suite of order 180 kg to a maximum inclination of order 35 degrees with respect to the solar equator and to a 
minimum solar approach radius of 0.22 au [1]. 
 The inability of the Solar Orbiter mission to attain a solar polar orbit highlights the difficulty of such a goal 
with conventional chemical or electric propulsion. Solar sailing has previously been identified as a key enabling 
technology to place a spacecraft into an high-inclination, or polar orbit over the Sun [2]; such a mission concept 
has been extensively studied since the nineteen seventies [3 – 6]. This paper presents an analysis of the mission 
design trade-space to inform future technology development within the DLR-ESA Gossamer Technology 
Roadmap [7, 8], whilst seeking to inform analysis of the ‗sufficient value‘ minimum science payload [9]. 
II. Mission Architecture & Analysis 
 In many previous solar polar mission concepts [3 – 6, 10 –13] the mission science goals required an Earth 
resonant orbit, placing the spacecraft near to the solar limb as seen from Earth to allow observation of the corona 
along the Sun-Earth line. An Earth resonant orbit limits the orbit radius to     ⁄  au, where   is an integer 
representing the resonant value. If this science requirement is not present then the only other reason to adopt a 
resonant orbit would be to allow continuous spacecraft visibility from Earth for ease of spacecraft operations. It 
is of note that in mission concepts that do not require a resonant orbit, a resonant orbit radius is still typically 
chosen [9, 14]. 
T 
 The peak-duration of communication blackouts due to solar conjunctions against a range of orbit radius for 
both X-band and K-band communications is shown in Fig. 1 assuming perpendicular relative motion. Note that a 
4-degree field-of-view exclusion is assumed for X-band communications, while a 1.5-degree field-of-view 
exclusion is assumed for K-band communications. It is seen from Fig. 1 that the likely peak-duration of 
communication blackouts, on a solar polar orbit, due to solar conjunctions is around two-days for X-band 
systems and less than one-day for K-band systems. It is concluded that a resonant orbit is not required for 
spacecraft operations. 
 
Fig. 1 Peak-duration of communication blackout due to solar conjunction against orbit radius for X-band 
(top) and K-band (bottom) communication, assuming perpendicular motion. 
A. Solar Pole Visibility 
 The visibility of the solar pole is illustrated in Fig. 2 for a given observer location, determined by the 
observers distance (orbit radius, assumed equal to the orbit semi-major axis) and the observers elevation above 
the pole (the orbit inclination measured from the Solar equator, equal to the inclination from the Ecliptic plane 
plus 7.25 degrees). 
 Using the cosine rule the observers Slant Range, SR, to the solar pole can be determined as, 
      
                (1) 
where            and    is the mean volumetric radius of the Sun. Knowing the SR to the solar pole, the 
observers elevation from the solar pole can be determined using the sine rule as, 
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where           . The Observer-to-Solar pole zenith angle,    , is thus simply,  
    
 
 
   (3) 
Note that Eq. (1) and (2) can be converted into the standard ecliptic plane reference plane by addition of 7.25 
degrees to the given inclination, i.e.            .  Assuming a circular orbit, the spacecraft mean motion can 
be used to determine the time that the observer will be able to maintain an Observer-to-Solar pole zenith angle 
above a given defined minimum. 
 
Fig. 2 Solar pole visibility; note that the solar equator is offset from the ecliptic plane by 7.25 degrees 
 
 The time below an Observer-to-Solar pole zenith angle of 30 degrees and 50 degrees over a range of semi-
major axis and inclinations, with inclination measured from the ecliptic plane, is shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that 
the minimum required Observer-to-Solar pole zenith angle critically defines the time that the solar pole is visible 
and hence critically defines the minimum orbit radius at which a complete rotation of the Sun would be visible 
during a single orbit pass over the solar pole. Adopting the sidereal rotation period of the Sun as 609.12-hr 
(25.38 days), based on a solar latitude of 16 degrees, it is found that at a orbit radius of 0.4 au a solar polar orbit 
(orbit inclination 82.75 degrees) can maintain an Observer-to-Solar pole zenith angle below 50 degrees for a 
complete rotation of the Sun.  Increasing the orbit radius of 0.5 au, it is found that the Observer-to-Solar pole 
zenith angle can be maintained below 40 degrees for the same duration at an orbit inclination of 78 degrees, but 
that the Observer-to-Solar pole zenith angle cannot be maintained below 30 degrees at any inclination for this 
duration. Finally, increasing the orbit radius to 0.6 au, the Observer-to-Solar pole zenith angle can be maintained 
below 40 degrees for this duration at an orbit inclination of 70 degrees, and can be maintained below 30 degrees 
for the required duration at an orbit inclination of 80 degrees. 
 
Fig. 3 Time below an Observer-to-Solar pole zenith angle of 30 deg. (bottom) and 50 deg. (top) over a 
range of semi-major axis and inclinations. 
B.  Transfer Trajectory 
 It has been seen previously that for solar sail transfers to high-inclination, circular orbits the trajectory can 
be divided into multiple phases [3 – 6, 10 – 13]. Phase 1 is the reduction of orbit radius to below the target 
radius, whilst perhaps performing some modest plane change maneuver at the same time. Phase 2 is the rapid 
increase of orbit inclination while maintaining a near-constant orbit radius and Phase 3 is increasing the orbit 
radius to the target value, whilst perhaps performing some modest plane change maneuver at the same time. In [3 
– 6, 10 – 13] the optimal level of plane-change in each phase was simply defined using empirical evidence based 
on the use of either, local and/or global numerical optimization techniques, or semi-analytical approximations. 
However, in [15] orbit averaging techniques are used to develop a general perturbations solution of circle-to-
circle low-thrust trajectory transfers with plane-change about the Sun that allow the optimal level of plane 
change in Phase 1 to be analytically derived. In [15] it is found that the minimum time, analytically derived, 
solar sail transfer is within 1% of the optimal transfer. 
 It has been shown previously that a three-phase transfer can be used to minimize either the transfer time or 
the technology requirements on the solar sail [6]. That is, for fixed transfer duration, the required sail size can be 
minimized by correctly defining the orbit radius in Phase 2. As this radius is reduced the spacecraft size 
increases due to the thermal loading on the spacecraft, however the sail performance also increases due to the 
(   ⁄ ) variation in sail performance, reducing the required sail size. In [6] it is shown that a turning point can be 
defined at which the mass penalty due to the thermal loadings overcomes the increase in sail performance, this 
turning point defines the minimum sail technology requirement design point. However, the analysis in [6] does 
not directly consider spacecraft or mission cost, and it is likely that the trajectory profile for a minimum cost 
mission would increase the Phase 2 radius above both the time optimal and sail technology optimal radius. 
Indeed assuming the target orbit radius is less than that of, say, Venus‘, it is likely that the minimum cost mission 
would result in the removal of phase three, with phase two occurring at the target orbit radius and hence the 
spacecraft thermal design load would be the target/operational orbit radius and not that during the transfer 
trajectory. 
 The presented analysis assumes a two-phase trajectory using [15], whereby the orbit radius is restricted to 
greater than or equal to the target orbit radius in an attempt to minimize the technology requirements across the 
complete spacecraft system. Considering a solar sail propelled spacecraft transfer from a circular 1 au orbit 
within the ecliptic plane to a circular orbit of semi-major axis    inclined at a target inclination of   , it is shown 
in [15] that the total transfer time (in seconds) can be written in the form, 
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where,      and   are all constants determined by the orbit parameters, the value of which is not relevant to 
this analysis,   is the sail lightness number [16], and  ̃ switches between {-    }and is an augmented form of 
the sail clock angle,  , [16], measured from the orbit transverse axis towards the normal axis. As such,   
(  ⁄   ), meaning that the augmented clock angle,  ̃, will switch sign at true anomaly (π/2) and (
3π
/2) when 
considering the change of orbit inclination.  Analysis of Eq. (4) shows that the trip time is minimized when the 
out-of-plane thrust angle is     (  ⁄ ) and that a turning point can be identified when the trip time is 
minimized. 
 Equation (4) cannot be generalized for the optimal case due to the variation in the optimal out of plane thrust 
angle,  ̃, with target orbit radius. However, in [15] the optimal out of plane thrust angle is approximated using a 
third order polynomial, allowing Eq. (4) to be re-written as, 
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where                         and   are constants determined by the orbit parameters, distinct from 
those used in Eq. (4), and are defined in Table 1, and where    is measured in meters and   in seconds. 
Table 1 Constants for Eq. (5) 
Constant Value 
  0.43303013661188056 
  -7.483934949353608×10-18 
  3.4425263133185114×10-34 
  -8.392144253966071×10+9 
  3.5784751639989546×10+22 
  -1.995309183700735×10+11 
  3.5267212585249795×10-17 
  2.8885612757886467×10-16 
  -7.483934949353608×10-18 
  0.103382782379 
  -1.2895443276860758×10-11 
  7.157806142290288×10-23 
  -3.4425263133185114×10-34 
 
 Using Eq. (5) the attainable orbit region within five years is shown in Fig. 4 for a range of sail characteristic 
accelerations [16], a metric of solar sail performance; Fig. 4 also shows the orbit region that is required to be 
obtained to enable 25-day observation of the poles at a range of maximum observer-to-solar pole zenith angles. 
It is seen in Fig. 4 that with a sail characteristic acceleration of 0.2 mm/s
2
 a peak solar latitude of 60 degrees 
cannot be reached in 5-years. However, with a sail characteristic acceleration of 0.3 and 0.4 mm/s
2
 a peak solar 
latitude of 60 degrees at orbit radius 0.43 and 0.62 au, respectively, can be reached in a similar timeframe. It is 
also seen in Fig. 4 that restricting sail characteristic acceleration to below 0.5 mm/s
2
, it is not possible using a 
two-phase 5-year transfer trajectory to attain a solar orbit that maintains the observer-to-solar pole zenith angle 
below 30 degrees for 25 days. It is seen however that a sail characteristic acceleration below 0.5 mm/s
2
 can, 
using a two phase 5-year transfer trajectory, attain a solar orbit that maintains the observer-to-solar pole zenith 
angle below 40 degrees for 25 days. 
  From Fig. 4 it is apparent that a range of two-phase transfer trajectories are possible within any set of 
mission requirements. Assuming the spacecraft is required to reach an orbit inclination of 52.75 degrees in 5-
years, equivalent to a peak solar latitude of 60 degrees, and that the final observer-to-solar pole zenith angle 
should be less than 40 degrees, and ideally should be less than 30 degrees, during a sidereal rotation period of the 
Sun, the range of two-phase transfer trajectories are defined by the observer-to-solar pole zenith angle 30 and 40 
degree contour lines, giving a target solar radii between 0.550 au and 0.447 au. Table 2 summaries a range of 
possible mission architectures, with an increasing level of technology requirement on the solar sail, ranging from 
a characteristic acceleration of 0.28 mm s
-2
 up to 0.53 mm s
-2
. 
III. System Analysis 
A. Generic Gossamer Structure Model 
 A generic gossamer structure / solar sail model is used to allow general top-level technology capabilities to 
be analyzed and quantified. It should be noted that this generic gossamer structure / solar sail model is not 
intended to be a complete or final model, but rather is intended to allow general top-level technology capabilities 
to be analyzed and quantified. 
 Noting that the possible films typically considered range in density from Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) at 
1350 kg m
-3
 to LaRCT-CP1 at 1430 kg m
-3
, the generic model is similarly based on Kapton film as this is one of 
the heaviest films likely to be used. In addition to the film, an allocation of 0.42 g m
-2
 is given for adhesives and 
edge enhancement, but without swivels and without constant force springs. Sail film thickness can be arbitrarily 
selected, however 7.5 μm and 2.5 μm films will be considered. 
 Assuming a 3-axis stabilized gossamer structure, as opposed to a spin-stabilized structure, the support booms 
for the structure are a primary technology requirement. The impact of boom technology can hence also be 
quantified within the generic gossamer structure / solar sail model as shown in Fig. 5, which presents the range 
of possible sail assembly loadings over sail length sizes from 35 – 125 m. Note within Fig. 5 the DLR boom 
technology is described within [17, 18], whilst the CoilAble booms are described in [19]. It should also be noted 
that the inflatable booms developed by L‘Garde [20 – 22] for use in the NASA-funded Sunjammer mission have 
a lower specific mass than the booms considered in Fig. 5; however, this data is not in the public domain. The 
boom technology specific mass data points impose a quasi-limit on the gossamer structure / solar sail model to 
side lengths of less than or equal to 125 m. 
  
 Fig. 4 Attainable peak solar latitude and semi-major axis within 5-years for a sail characteristic 
accelerations of 0.2 mm s
-2
 (bottom); 0.3 mm s
-2
; 0.4 mm s
-2
; 0.5 mm s
-2
; 0.6 mm s
-2
 (top); 25-day maximum 
observer-to-solar pole zenith angle contours also shown. 
 
 
Table 2 Summary and comparison of solar sail mission architecture options and requirements; superscript 
number indicates number of trajectory phases 
 A
2
 A+
2
 B
2
 B+
2
 C
2
 C+
2
 
Solar pole maximum 
OZA in one-sidereal 
rotation period 
50 deg. 50 deg. 40 deg. 40 deg. 30 deg. 30 deg. 
Target orbit radius 0.397 au 0.397 au 0.461 au 0.461 au 0.559 au 0.559 au 
Required sail 
characteristic 
acceleration 
0.29 mm/s
2
 0.39 mm/s
2
 0.32 mm/s
2
 0.44 mm/s
2
 0.37 mm/s
2
 0.54 mm/s
2
 
Phase 1 duration 2.4 years 1.8 years 2.1 years 1.5 years 1.7 years 1.1 years 
Inclination at end of 
phase 1 
8.8° 8.8° 8.8° 8.8° 8.5° 8.5° 
Time to 60° latitude 5.0 years 3.7 years 5.0 years 3.6 years 5.0 years 3.4 years 
Time to 90° latitude 6.8 years 5.0 years 7.0 years 5.0 years 7.3 years 5.0 years 
Time to 50° OZA 
view pole over a 
sidereal rotation 
6.8 years 5.0 years 6.3 years 4.5 years 5.8 years 4.0 years 
Time to 40° OZA 
view pole over a 
sidereal rotation 
n/a n/a 7.0 years 5.0 years 6.5 years 4.5 years 
Time to 30° OZA 
view pole over a 
sidereal rotation 
n/a n/a n/a n/a 7.3 years 5.0 years 
 
 
 Fig. 5 Sail assembly loading using generic gossamer structure / solar sail model over a range of sail lengths 
and technology levels. 
B. System Mass Budget Allowances 
 For each mission architecture option detailed in Table 2 the generic gossamer structure / solar sail model 
illustrated in Fig. 5 can be used to determine a platform mass allowance for of the required performance level of 
that mission architecture as shown in Table 3 – Table 8. Note that the platform mass allowance is given for the 
two film thicknesses considered and as a range over the boom technologies considered as in Fig. 5. 
Table 3 Summary of mission architecture option A
2
 mass allowance estimates, including ROM 
payload allowance estimate. 
Architecture option A
2
 
GO Side 
Length (m) 
GO Mass Range 
with 7.5 μm film 
(kg) 
GO Mass Range 
with 2.5 μm film 
(kg) 
Platform Mass 
range with 7.5 μm 
film (kg) 
Platform Mass 
range with 2.5 μm 
film (kg) 
50 120 – 107 95 – 83 negative negative 
75 202 – 172  146 – 116  < 12 38 – 67  
100 306 – 255  207 – 156  21 – 71  120 – 170  
125 435 – 360 281 – 205 75 – 150 229 – 305 
 
Table 4 Summary of mission architecture option A+
2
 mass allowance estimates, including ROM 
payload allowance estimate. 
Architecture option A+
2
 
GO Side 
Length (m) 
GO Mass Range 
with 7.5 μm film 
(kg) 
GO Mass Range 
with 2.5 μm film 
(kg) 
Platform Mass 
range with 7.5 μm 
film (kg) 
Platform Mass 
range with 2.5 μm 
film (kg) 
50 120 – 107 95 – 83 negative negative 
75 202 – 172  146 – 116  negative < 20 
100 306 – 255  207 – 156  negative 34 – 85  
125 435 – 360 281 – 205 < 17 96 – 172  
 Table 5 Summary of mission architecture option B
2
 mass allowance estimates, including ROM 
payload allowance estimate. 
Architecture option B
2
 
GO Side 
Length (m) 
GO Mass Range 
with 7.5 μm film 
(kg) 
GO Mass Range 
with 2.5 μm film 
(kg) 
Platform Mass 
range with 7.5 μm 
film (kg) 
Platform Mass 
range with 2.5 μm 
film (kg) 
50 120 – 107  95 – 83  negative negative 
75 202 – 172  146 – 116  negative 20 – 49  
100 306 – 255  207 – 156  < 39 87 – 138  
125 435 – 360  281 – 205  24 – 100  179 – 254  
 
Table 6 Summary of mission architecture option B+
2
 mass allowance estimates, including ROM 
payload allowance estimate. 
Architecture option B+
2
 
GO Side 
Length (m) 
GO Mass Range 
with 7.5 μm film 
(kg) 
GO Mass Range 
with 2.5 μm film 
(kg) 
Platform Mass 
range with 7.5 μm 
film (kg) 
Platform Mass 
range with 2.5 μm 
film (kg) 
50 120 – 107 95 – 83 negative negative 
75 202 – 172 146 – 116 negative < 2 
100 306 – 255 207 – 156 negative 4 – 54 
125 435 – 360 281 – 205 negative 48 – 124 
 
Table 7 Summary of mission architecture option C
2
 mass allowance estimates, including ROM 
payload allowance estimate. 
Architecture option C
2
 
GO Side 
Length (m) 
GO Mass Range 
with 7.5 μm film 
(kg) 
GO Mass Range 
with 2.5 μm film 
(kg) 
Platform Mass 
range with 7.5 μm 
film (kg) 
Platform Mass 
range with 2.5 μm 
film (kg) 
50 120 – 107  95 – 83  negative negative 
75 202 – 172 146 – 116  negative < 26 
100 306 – 255  207 – 156  negative 45 – 96  
125 435 – 360  281 – 205  < 34 113 – 188  
 
Table 8 Summary of mission architecture option C+
2
 mass allowance estimates, including ROM 
payload allowance estimate. 
Architecture option C+
2
 
GO Side 
Length (m) 
GO Mass Range 
with 7.5 μm film 
(kg) 
GO Mass Range 
with 2.5 μm film 
(kg) 
Platform Mass 
range with 7.5 μm 
film (kg) 
Platform Mass 
range with 2.5 μm 
film (kg) 
50 120 – 107  95 – 83  negative negative 
75 202 – 172  146 – 116  negative negative 
100 306 – 255  207 – 156  negative < 17 
125 435 – 360   281 – 205  negative < 65 
C. Payload Budget 
Three science priorities have been identified [9]. The first two require long-duration observations at high-
latitudes. The first is latitudinal variations of solar irradiance and requires a payload mass allocation of 5 kg to 
carry a Total Solar Irradiance instrument. The second priority considers the internal solar structure and dynamo, 
and increases the payload mass allocation requirement to 15 kg with the addition of Doppler velocity and 
magnetic field instruments. The third scenario addresses Heliophysics and dynamo issues and requires a payload 
of remote and in-situ instruments including Doppler and Stokes Imager, Heliospheric imager (coronagraph), 
Magnetometer, Solar Wind Analyzer (Suprathermal elec.) and Energetic Particle Detector. The third scenario 
requires a payload mass of 40 kg. 
D. System Mass Budget Analysis 
 A parametric, bottom-up, system mass budget analysis was developed to allow the platform mass, without 
the solar sail, to be evaluated across a range of payload masses and minimum orbit radius. The analysis is 
restricted to technology assessed as TRL 6 or greater, and is based on worst-case assumptions to ensure a 
suitably conservative mass budget estimate. The results from the parametric, bottom-up, system mass budget 
analysis are shown in Fig. 6; note that this analysis, as before, is intended to inform analysis of the ‗sufficient 
value‘ minimum science payload and hence is intended only as an indicative mass estimate. 
 
Fig. 6 Platform mass budget analysis across a range of minimum solar approaches and payload masses 
 
 From Fig. 6 and Table 3 – Table 8 the required sail size and technology for each mission architecture and 
payload mass can be established. 
1. Architecture A 
 It is found that Architecture A+
2
 is restricted to a payload mass of less than about 15 kg, assuming both 
2.5μm film and a boom specific mass of order 70 g/m on a sail of side length 125m. Meanwhile, Architecture A2 
can deliver a 40 kg payload with a 2.5μm film and a boom specific mass of order 145 g/m on a sail of side length 
125m. Alternatively, a reduced payload of 15 kg is enabled with a reduced boom specific mass to order 70 g/m 
on a sail of side length 100m or a payload of 5 kg with an increased boom specific mass to order 190 g/m. A 5 
kg payload can also be delivered with a 7.5μm film and a boom specific mass of order 100 g/m on a sail of side 
length 125m. 
2. Architecture B 
 It is found that Architecture B+
2
 is restricted to a payload mass of less than about 5 kg, assuming both 2.5μm 
film and a boom specific mass of order 70 g/m on a sail of side length 125m. Meanwhile, Architecture B
2
 is can 
deliver a 40 kg payload with a 2.5μm film and a boom specific mass of order 70 g/m on a sail of side length 
125m. Alternatively, a reduced payload of 15 kg is possible with an increased boom specific mass to order 240 
g/m on a similar size side or a payload of 5 kg with a boom specific mass to order 90 g/m on a sail of side length 
100m. 
3. Architecture C 
 It is found that Architecture C+
2
 is not feasible with a meaningful payload mass, while Architecture C
2
 is 
restricted to a sail of side length 125 m, with 2.5μm film with a boom specific mass to order 120 g/m (15 kg 
payload) too 200 g/m (5 kg payload). 
4. Analysis 
 It is of note that in all architectures, except one, the 7.5μm film does not provide a sufficiently meaningful 
payload mass allocation, and in the one architecture where it does the payload mass is limited to around 5 kg on 
a 125 m sail side length. Meanwhile the feasible payload mass appears much less sensitive to the considered 
variation in boom specific mass. 
IV. Conclusions 
 Analysis of a Solar Polar Mission design trade-space to inform required future technology development, 
whilst seeking to inform analysis of the ‗sufficient value‘ minimum science payload, showed that a 40 kg 
instrument payload can only feasibly be delivered to a maximum solar pole observer-to-zenith angle in one solar 
sidereal rotation period of 40 degrees or more. Further, a sail of side length 125 m would be required to achieve 
this, along with 2.5μm film substrate and a boom specific mass of order 70 – 145 g/m, corresponding to a 40 – 
50 degree maximum solar pole observer-to-zenith angle in one solar sidereal rotation period after 7 – 6.8 years, 
respectively. It was found that a 15 kg instrument payload could feasibly be delivered to a maximum solar pole 
observer-to-zenith angle in one solar sidereal rotation period of 30 degrees or more, and that a 2.5μm film was 
again required. This lower observation angle can be achieved in 7.3 years by maintaining a sail side-length of 
125 m and a boom specific mass of order 120 g/m.  Alternatively, the boom technology requirements, or the 
transfer time, can be reduced for an increased observation angle. For example, maintaining a sail side-length of 
125 m the boom specific mass can be increased to around 240 g/m, corresponding to a 40-degree maximum solar 
pole observer-to-zenith angle in one solar sidereal rotation period after 7-years. On the other hand, the sail size 
can be reduced to a side-length of 100 m, with a boom specific mass to order 70 g/m, corresponding to a 50-
degree maximum solar pole observer-to-zenith angle in one solar sidereal rotation period after 6.8-years. As 
expected, a 5 kg payload offers the most flexibility on solar pole observer-to-zenith angle, sail technology and 
transfer time. It was found that only a 5 kg payload could be considered with a 7.5μm film substrate, 
corresponding to a 50-degree maximum solar pole observer-to-zenith angle in one solar sidereal rotation period 
after 6.8 years with a boom specific mass of order 100 g/m. 
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